Build Sheet Data Now Added to Mitchell WorkCenter™ Total Loss.

With Build Sheet Data, the Mitchell VIN decoder pre-selects optional equipment to increase accuracy in equipment selection and reduce total loss appraisal cycle time. The new enhanced VIN decoder aids appraisers by automatically selecting optional equipment, in addition to standard equipment, when evaluating total losses. As a stand-alone feature, the Mitchell VIN decoder will indicate standard options and provide a list of optional equipment for the appraiser to choose from.

Data partnerships have been established with the following manufacturers:

- General Motors, including Chevrolet, Cadillac, Buick, and GMC
- Chrysler, including Dodge, Jeep, Ram, and Fiat
- Nissan and Infiniti
- Mazda

More manufacturers are coming to provide your appraisers with a highly comprehensive and accurate source of optional equipment data for producing WorkCenter Total Loss Valuation Reports.

Both a Vehicle’s Standard Features and Package Options are Indicated in WorkCenter Total Loss

Optional equipment is automatically selected during VIN decode.